ON DEMAND
DEPLOYMENT
No software license, maintenance fees, or hardware servers

to purchase

No software to install, large staffing requirements or unique

hardware devices needed

Scalable EDI application with 99.99% uptime
Built-in disaster recovery options
Reduce redundancy and costs

Some technical tasks included within the standard

monthly subscription price

Software as a Service
It has been shown 9 out of 10 companies plan to grow
their use of SaaS. Over 30% plan to replace on-premise
software with an SaaS solution to drive down total cost of
ownership.
How do we do it?
Software as a Service (SaaS) allows Radley’s eCommerce Platform
to eliminate software maintenance costs and software updating which
results in more productive resource utilization. By allowing multiple
companies to access a single instance of executable code,
total cost of ownership actually goes down as each new
user is added. This enables us to provide streamlined
releasing cycles and the efficiency to keep you up to
date with your customers’ EDI requirements.
As you grow, we are there with you.

Compliant IT Infrastructure

Do you need compliant, on demand IT infrastructure?
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Disaster Recovery Now

information safe
and secure.

Disaster Recovery Now (DR Now® from
Online Tech) is available to subscribers
as part of their standard monthly fee. DR Now
provides a 4-hour recovery time objective (RTO)
and a 24-hour recovery point objective (RPO)
should a complete disaster occur.
DR Now utilizes a data snapshot process from the
primary data center’s storage area network (SAN) to
a duplicated data center that is miles away, on a
separate power grid and utilizes different internet
providers to ensure that any supplier issues at the
primary location don’t affect the backup configuration.
The facility maintains fully reserved servers and
firewalls that are compliancy tested with the data
snapshots twice a year. Radley’s On Demand application service, bundled with the Disaster Recovery
option, gives you an exemplary IT service with a full
disaster recovery plan that many businesses strive to
obtain internally but never achieve.

Business Activity Monitor

The numerous applications across your enterprise
generate massive amounts of information so it can be
a challenge to track your key metrics without negatively impacting productivity. With Radley’s Business
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resource for measuring and monitoring process improvements, identifying
process failures, or simply for displaying volume or quantity data. BAM’s open
architecture allows it to easily gather information
from applications across the enterprise. With business
intelligence at your finger tips you can be confident that
your operation is running effectively and efficiently.

Benefits of On Demand Deployment

Easy-to-use, robust solution with a low
capital investment
Reduce redundancy and costs
Maximize current IT investment
Your EDI solution can be completely integrated
to your ERP application

Radley EDI Solutions

Radley’s EDI solutions include Demand reporting,
CUM management, release accounting, shipping
documents, label printing, standard packaging
calculations, shipment scanning and more. Choose
from iR*EDI B2B or iCARaS automotive EDI,
complimented by iSC Supplier Collaboration.
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